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Abstract 

The message scheduling is an important mechanism 

in the context of Networked Control Systems. The mes

sage scheduling is, in several networks, mainly based on 

static priorities associated to the messages (for example 

the network CAN). This static priority scheme has intrin

sic limitations and so here we will consider scheduling 

strategies based on hybrid priorities. Three hybrid pri

ority schemes, resulting from our previous works are first 

presented. Then we compare the Quality of Service (QoS) 

offered by these schemes to a process control application 

and we evaluate the resuLting Quality of Control (QoC). 

1. Introduction 

In the technological context of today, distributed sys
tems (computers connected through a communication net
work ) are more and more used, particularly, for imple
menting industrial applications lik e, for example, pro
cess control applications based on a closed loop struc
ture [1]. The study and the design of such systems, called 
Networked Control S ystems [2], represent a very impor
tant area of research because of its pluridisciplinary as
pect. This aspect involves a deep k nowledge in Automatic 
Control, Computer S cience (mainly task scheduling) and 
Communication Network s (mainly message scheduling 
and communication protocols) . 
A process control application includes three remote task s 
(the sensor task , the controller task and the actuator task ) 
which are on different sites and which then require the pe
riodic exchange of two message flows (the choice of the 
period depends on the application dynamic [1]) through 
the network : the sensor flow which concerns the transfer 
of the output samples, from the sensor of the process to the 
controller which computes the control law; the controller 
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flow which concerns the transfer of the control samples 
from the controller (these samples result from the compu
tation done after the reception of the samples coming from 
the sensor) to the actuator of the process. 
The scheduling through the network of the messages of 
these two flows (which share the network with the flows 
of the other applications) is an essential mechanism which 
strongly influences the settling time and the stability [3] 
of a process control application. This paper is precisely 
concerned by this problematic by considering the net
work CAN [4] and the MAC layer which implements the 
scheduling of the frames (which carry the messages of the 
applications) . The scheduling is done by means of prior
ities which are represented in the IDentifier (ID) field of 
the frames. Different types of priorities (static priority, hy
brid priority) can be considered. Here we focus on hybrid 
priority schemes [5]. 

The goal of this paper is mainly to evaluate the Qual
ity of S ervice (QoS ) provided by three hybrid priority 
schemes to a process control application, to compare these 
QoS and to explain their differences. We also give the 
consequent Quality of Control (QoC) i.e. performances 
related to the process control application. This study is 
done by using the simulator TrueTime [6] which allows to 
represent NCS (both network and control aspects) . 

This paper includes the following two sections. The 
section 2 presents the context of the study (the process 
control application, the implementation through a net
work , the message scheduling on CAN) and the three 
message scheduling schemes which are considered. The 
section 3 presents the QoS obtained with these different 
strategies and the resulting QoC for the process control 
application. 
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Figure 1. Model 

2. Context of the study 
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The study considers the case of the implementation 
through the network CAN of one process control applica
tion and others applications which share the network with 
the process control application. 
We present, at first, the process control application, which 
is considered, then the general view of its implementation 
through a network (model, choice of the sampling period, 
information transmission rate requested to the network ) 
and finally the different priority schemes for the frame 
scheduling. 

2.1. The process control application which is consid

ered 

This application is represented on the figure 1: the pro
cess control application has a transfer function G (s) = 

s(f��) ; the controller is a proportional derivative con
troller which considers the output derivation (K is the pro
portional gain (K = 1.8) ; Td is the derivative time con
stant (Td = 0. 032 s». 
The closed loop transfer function F( s) of this application 
is 

F(s) _ KG(s) 
- l+KG(S)(1+TdS) 

_ lOOOK 
- s2+(i+1000KTd)s+1000K 

We have an overshoot of 5% and the rise time tr is about 
40ms. 

2.2. General view of the implementation through a net

work 

11 The network operates both (figure 2) : 

• between computer 1 (Cl) in association with the nu
merical information provided by the AD conversion 
(this computer includes a task that we call the sensor 
task and which generates the sensor flow addressed to 
the controller; we note f se this flow) and computer 2 
(C2) where we have the reference and the controller 
(in C2 we have a task called controller task which 
generates the controller flow addressed to the actua
tor; we note fea this flow) ; fse goes from Cl to C2 
and fea goes from C2 to the computer 3 (C3) . 

• and between C2 and C3 which provides numerical 
information to the DA conversion in front of the Zero 
Order Hold (ZOH) . 

The task which generates the flow f se is time-triggered 
(the sampling is based on a clock ) whereas the task which 
generates the flow fea is event-triggered (the controller 

fca 

\ ..... 

Network 

h 

Figure 2. Implementation through a network 

waits for sensor sample reception before computing the 
control action and generating its flow) . 
Generally a network is not dedicated to only one applica
tion but shared between different applications. In order 
to mak e a general study of the behaviour of the process 
control application, when it is implemented through a 
network , we have to see, in particular, the influence of 
the flows of the other applications. It is why we have, in 
figure 2, what we call the external flow, noted fex, which 
globally represents an abstraction of the flows of all other 
applications. We also consider that f ex is periodic. 

2/ The choice of the sampling period (h) of the process 
control application is a basic action. The sampling period 
has, from the control point of view, an upper bound. But 
from the network point of view, a value that is too small 
gives load that is too great. S o, the choice results from a 
compromise. The relation it :::; h :::; �, which has been 
given in [1] is generally used. We consider here the bound 
�. As tr � 40 ms, we have h = 10 ms. 
Tak ing into account for the implementation through a net
work , the controller, defined in the subsection 2. 1, needs 
to be discretized with the sampling period. With this dis
cretization, the measured dynamic characteristics are now 
an overshoot less than 1 %, a rise time tr � 34 ms and 
a settling time (at 5 %) ts � 50 ms. The characteristics 
(overshoot and settling time) will be our references to an
alyze the performances of the control application through 
the studied network s. 

3/ In a general way, the information transmission rate 
requested by the applications to a network is the perti
nent parameter to compare the efficiency of the message 
scheduling. We call here this parameter the User Request 
Factor (U RF). 
Concerning the network CAN, the scheduling is done by 
the MAC layer and concerns the frame scheduling. 
By calling: 

• Dca, Ds c, Dex the duration of the fea frame, the f se 
frame and the f ex frame, respectively, 

• h the sampling period of the process control applica
tion (the period of f se and consequently of f ea) and 
Tex the period of the external flow. 

we have URF = � + J2.,.. + �. h h Tex 



In the context of this work , we will consider the fol
lowing numerical values: 

• bit rate in the physical layer of CAN: 125 Kbits/ s, 

• length of 10 bytes for the f sc frames and f ca frames 
(thus a duration of Dsc = Dca = 640p,s) , 

• length of 15 bytes for the fex frames (thus Dex 
960p,s) . 

The component f2r:- + � of the URF, which concerns 
the process control application and which represents the 
network capacity used by this application, has the value 
12.8 %. The use by the external frame of the network ca
pacity will depend on its period Tex. It is this parameter 
that we will vary during our study in order to analyze the 
robustness of the scheduling of the process control appli
cation frames. 
The frame scheduling in the MAC layer of CAN [4] is 
done by comparing the field 10 bit by bit (we start from 
the Most S ignificant Bit (MSB) ) .  In CAN the bit 0 is a 
dominant bit and the bit 1 is a recessive bit. The lower 
the numerical value of the field 10, the higher the prior
ity. We consider here the standard length of 11 bits for the 
field 10. 

2.3. Static priority scheme 

This scheme is the scheme defined in the standard: the 
priority represents the priority of the flow to which the 
frame belongs. 
We have done studies [5] in such a context and we have 
shown that we have to tak e the priority of the flow fea 
higher than the priority of the flow f sc in order to get 
the best results (it is what we will consider here) . How
ever, in these studies we have also shown that the static 
priority scheme is unable to provide the necessary Qual
ity of S ervice to the flows of a process control application 
(in particular, if these flows have not the highest priority 
and if the flows of the others applications, which have the 
highest priority, request very frequently the network use, 
the process control application will have very bad perfor
mances in the transient behaviour) . An example of this 
fact is demonstrated by the step response given on the fig
ure 3 (Priority of f ex > Priority of f ca > Priority of 
f sc). By considering the period Tex of the external flow 
such that Tex = h/9 (then we have U RF = 99. 2%) , 
we get an overshoot of 31 % and response time of 420 ms. 
Then, in the NCS context, the scheduling of the frames of 
the flows of a process control application, must integrate, 
in more of the static priority of the concerned flows, the 
needs, in terms of transmission urgency, of the frames. 
Hence the concept of the hybrid priority scheme which 
was first defined by [3] and that we adapted to the NCS s; 
we present now the three priority schemes that we have 
defined [5]. 

2.4. General idea on hybrid priorities 

1- Thefield ID and the scheduling execution. 

The identifier field of a frame is divided into two levels 
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Figure 3. static scheme: step response (ts = 

420 ms, overshoot greater than 30%) 
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Figure 4. Field 10 (Hybrid Priority) 

(figure 4) : the first level (n nits) represents the priority of 
a flow (it is a static priority specified off-line) ; the sec
ond level (m bits) represents the priority of the transmis
sion urgency (the urgency can be either constant or vari
able) . The idea of structuration of the 10 is present in the 
Mixed Traffic S cheduler [7] which combines EDF (dy
namic field) and FP (static field) . In [3] the authors pro
pose encoding the weighted absolute value of the error in 
the dynamic field (this idea is also presented in [8]) and to 
resolve the collisions with the static field. 

A constant transmission urgency is characterized by a 
static priority (one m bit combination) specified off-line. 
A variable transmission urgency is characterized by a dy
namic priority (which can take, generally speaking, m-bit 
combination among a subset of the m-bit combinations) . 
The frames of the flows f sc and fca of a process control 
application have variable needs (strong urgency in a 
transient behavior after an input reference change (in 
order to follow the change quick ly) or after a disturbance 
(in order to mak e the regulation quick ly) ; weak urgency 
in a permanent behavior) . That is why, in this study, 
we consider that the dynamic priority of the frames of 
the flows f sc and f ca of a process control application 
can tak e any m-bit combination of the set of the m-bit 
combinations. The scheduling is executed by, first, 
comparing the second level (needs predominance) , and, 
secondly, if the needs are identical, by comparing the first 
level (flow predominance) . 
Remark : for the first level of the field ID we will consider 
here: Priority f ex > Priority f ea > Priority f sc. 

2- Cohabitation of flows with constant needs and flows 

of process control applications (variable needs) 

We have the objective of good performances for the pro-



cess control applications in transient behavior. This means 
the urgent needs of these flows must be satisfied very 
quick ly. For that, we impose a maximum with constant 
needs for the priority of these needs (concept of priority 
threshold Pr _th for the constant needs) . In this way, a 
strong transmission urgency of a process control appli
cation flow (dynamic priority with a very high value i.e. 

higher than Pr _th) will be scheduled first. 
Remark : the external flow f ex will have in this study con
stant needs (characterized by Pr _th) . 

3- Toward making the dynamic priorities 

The concept of the dynamic priorities requires specifying, 
at first, the characteristic of a process control application 
which gives informations on the needs, and, secondly, 
how these needs can be translated into a dynamic pri
ority (computation of a dynamic priority, instants of 
re-evaluation of a dynamic priority) . We propose to 
express the needs with a signal which aptly characterizes 
the behavior of a process control application: it is the 
control signal u. 

2.5. Three hybrid priority schemes 

We have defined three schemes. The first is what we 
call the strict hybrid priority (hp) scheme (computation of 
the dynamic priority directly from a function of the con
trol signal u; re-evaluation after each sampling instant) . 
The second is the hp scheme extended with a static time 
strategy (sts) for the re-evaluation of the dynamic priority 
(re-evaluation not always after each sampling time) . This 
scheme is noted hp+sts. The third is a scheme which does 
not compute the dynamic priority directly from the con
trol signal u (definition of a timed dynamic priority refer
ence profile and trip in this profile by means of an on-line 
temporal supervision based on a function of the control 
signal u) . The dynamic priority is re-evaluated after each 
sampling instant. This third scheme, which implements a 
dynamic time strategy for the trip in the timed dynamic 
reference profile, is noted hp+dts. 

We now detail these three schemes. 

hp scheme 

The needs are translated into a dynamic priority by con
sidering an increasing function of lui (call it f(lul) char
acterized by a saturation for a value of lui less than the 
maximum of lui (noted lulmax) .  We do not want the dy
namic priorityto tak e its highest value only when lui is 
maximum but already for values before the maximum, in 
order to react quick ly as soon as the needs begin to be
come urgent. S o  we decide (it is an arbitrary choice) to 
tak e � lulmax as the value of lui where the dynamic prior
ity reaches its highest value Pmax. 
S everal functions f(lul) have been studied, for this work 
we consider the function f(lul) represented in figure 5. 
This function is defined by: 

f(lul) = 

{ Pmax iIS�lax' 0:::; lui :::; � Iulmax 

Pmax, lui > � Iulmax 

Dynamic Priority 

Pmax - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _'.;_.--,-_----, 
90%Pmax ...................................... ............ : 

I 

75%Pmax ....................... ........................... : 
I 

50%Pmax 

o �Iulmax lulmax lui 
Figure 5. The considered non linear function 

The computation of the dynamic priority is done by 
the controller each time it receives a frame that the sen
sor sends after each sampling instant (dynamic priority 
re-evaluated after each sampling instant) . Then, after the 
reception of a frame from the sensor, the controller sends 
a frame with the value of the new dynamic priority. This 
frame reaches all the sites (CAN is a bus) and as the sensor 
site k nows the first level of the ID of f ea (it is a constraint 
for our implementation) , it will learn the dynamic priority 
that it will put in the next frame that it will send (the dy
namic priority is then used by the two flows of a process 
control application) . 
Tak ing into account the task implementation (sensor task 
is time-triggered, controller task is event-triggered) , it is 
the sensor task which transmits the first frame at the start 
of the application. For this first frame, the sensor site has 
no information about the dynamic priority and thus we 
consider that it uses the maximum priority. This way, the 
first f se reaches the controller site as quick ly as possible. 

(hp+sts) scheme 

A criticism of the hp scheme is that we can have oscil
latory behavior of the dynamic priority values (resulting 
from a damped sinusoidal transient behavior of u) . We 
can have, for example, this scenario for the dynamic pri
ority values at three successive re-evaluation instants [9]: 
the highest value at the first re-evaluation instant, then an 
intermediary value at the second, and again the highest 
value at the third re-evaluation instant . . .  S uch an oscil
latory behavior shows that the control of a situation re
quiring a big value of the dynamic priority is inadequate 
in terms of the maintenance of this big value, since after 
leaving this value for an intermediary one, at the second 
re-evaluation instant, we come back to this big value at the 
third re-evaluation instant. The observation of this phe
nomenon suggests increasing the duration of the dynamic 
priority with a big value in order to improve transient be
havior. 
The (hp+sts) scheme is then the following. Contrary to the 
scheme hp, where the dynamic priority is re-evaluated in 
the controller site, after each reception of a f se frame, the 
instant of the re-evaluation is no longer so closely related 
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time 

to the sampling instants. Here the duration of the time in
terval between two successive re-evaluations depends on 
the value of the dynamic priority at the beginning of the 
time interval. This duration must be relevant, in particu
lar, from the point of view of the transfer function of the 
process control application and more precisely, of its tran
sient behavior (defined before its implementation through 
the network ) .  We considered the following algorithm: 

• if the dynamic priority has a value between the high
est priority (PmaxJ and half the highest priority 
(! Pmax) ,  we k eep this value for 4 sampling intervals 
and we re-evaluate the dynamic priority afterwards; 
this duration is equal to the rise time tr (we have cho
sen h = �) which represents a good characteristic of 
the transient behavior) . 

• if the dynamic priority has a value inferior to half the 
highest priority, we re-evaluate it after each sampling 
instant as in the previous algorithm. 

(hp+dts) scheme 

Main ideas We define, at first, a reference profile of dy
namic priorities for apprehending with efficiency one tran
sient behavior (i.e. an input change or a disturbance) . It 
consists in a continuous decreasing time function from a 
priority Pmax (start of the transient behavior) to a priority 
P mi n (end of the transient behavior and then the begin
ning of the permanent behavior) , which gives the values 
of the dynamic priorities at all the sampling times (these 
values are decreasing) . 

However the only consideration of the reference profile 
is not enough to handle the actual behavior. In the actual 
behavior, we have to take into account for the influence 
of the network and also the possibility of successive input 
changes and/or disturbances which lengthen the transient 
behavior with respect to the one considered in the refer
ence profile. Then, actually, the temporal evolution of 
the dynamic priorities, cannot be always decreasing i.e., 

at a sampling instant, we can, by considering the refer
ence profile curve, move back to values higher than the 
value of the previous sampling instant. 

S o, in order to take into account for an actual behavior, 
we add a component, called on-line temporal supervision 

g(u) 

tmax - - - - - - - - - - - - - -::..;-...---:----, 

o � lulmax lulmax 

Figure 7. Exemple of g(u) 

based on a function g( u) which will allow to do, with re
spect to the reference profile, the temporal repositioning 
of the values of the dynamic priorities. 
Reference profile We consider the reference profile repre
sented in figure 6. The function P(t) is defined by: 

t 2 P(t) = Pmax-(Pmax-Pmin)(-
t 

- ) o:s; t:s; tmax 
max 

P min is the priority used in the permanent behavior. 
The dynamic priority decreases slowly at the beginning 

of the transient behavior (we need several successive sam
pling instants with high priority in order to be reactive) 
and more quick ly towards the end. The reference profile 
expresses that the priority, related to the sampling instants, 
tk, is lower than the priority related to the previous sam
pling time, tk-l. 
Concerning the time tmax: as our objective is to tend to
wards a transient behavior guided by the transient behav
ior of the process control application without the network , 
we take tmax equal to the settling time at 5% of the pro
cess control application without the network . 

On line temporal supervision We have defined several 
functions g( u) which allow, at the sampling instant tk, to 
move back in the reference profile with respect to the pre
vious sampling instants tk-l. These functions g( u) give 
the time values which must be subtracted to the value 
tk-l + h to come back more or less towards the begin
ning of the reference profile (then using, at the instant tk, 
a priority higher than at the instant tk-d. Note that the 
maximum of this time value can be tmax. Here we use 
the function g( u) represented in figure 7 and defined by: 

g(u) = 
maxV ilulmax' - u - 3 u max { t . / lui 0 < I I < 2 1 I 

tmax, lui > � Iulmax 

Theng(u) E [O,tmaxJ. 

Algorithm for computing the dynamic priority at the 

sampling instant tk The operations of the algorithm 
consist in positioning, when the controller receives the 
f Be frame, at an instant in the interval of time [0, tmaxl 
of the definition of the reference profile and in detecting 
the value of the dynamic priority to use from this instant. 



The value of the instant depends on the value of g( u) at 
the reception of the I se frames. 

Initially (configuration of the system) the reference 
profile is at point value (tmax, P min) '  then upon the re
ception of a I se frame the controller: 

1. computes g( u) 

2. computes x = tk - ag( u) 
a is a coefficient, defined by a = _tk_ (0 < a < 1) tmax - -
which balances the influence of g( u) by increasing 
this influence even more because the dynamic prior
ity is low (when the priority is low, a large value of 
g( u) must induce greater feedback ; it is not as neces
sary when the priority is already high) . 

• if x :s: 0, we go to the time 0 on the reference 
profile (Pmax) 

• if 0 :s: x :s: tmax, we go to the time x in the 
reference profile 

3. reinitializes the virtual time for the next sampling 
tk = x + h; if tk > tmax, tk = tmax. This value 
will be used for computing the dynamic priority on 
the reception of the next I se frame. 

3. Study of the three schemes based on hybrid 

priorities 

3.1. Study conditions 

We consider the process control application which was 
presented in the subsections 2. 1 and 2. 2. The input is a 
position step which starts at time 0 and we study the tran
sient behavior until it reaches permanent behavior. 
The QoS parameters, which need to be taken into consid
eration, are the mean delay tJ of the control loop and its 
standard deviation a. The QoC parameter is the settling 
time at 5% (ts ) which is obtained directly from the tool 
TrueTime. 
In order to evaluate the QoS parameters, we use, on the 
one hand, the message exchange temporal diagrams which 
are also provided by TrueTime, and the value of ts . 
From the message exchange temporal diagrams, we can 
get the delay in the control loop (delay of the message 
of the flow I se + delay of the message of the flow I ea+ 
Dse + Dea) for each sampling period (call Di this de
lay for the sampling period i). Counting the number n 
of sampling periods in the settling time ts , we deduce the 

value of tJ and a by these formulas: D = L�-J (Di) 
and 

V
"'� (Di-D)2 

n 

a = -,=u"""-",-",,J-,-_-,-n . 

In order to make a quantitative analysis, we cause a 
variation in the network load (U RF) by varying the pe
riod Tex of the external flow: we consider an external 
flow, the frequency of which (noted ,f-) is a multiple of 

the sampling frequency (*). The diff�� ent U RFs being 
considered are given in table 1. 

URF Multiple Tex 
(%) of .1 (ms) 
99.2 9 1.1111 
89.6 8 1.25 
80 7 1.4286 

70.4 6 1.6667 
60.8 5 2.0 
51.2 4 2.5 
41.6 3 3.3333 
32 2 5.0 

22.4 1 10.0 

Table 1. Different U RFs 

The following important points must still be empha
sized: 

• the flows I se (which are generated at the sampling 
times) and lex are synchronous (starting at the same 
time) and as we consider the cases where the fre
quency of I ex is a multiple of the sampling fre
quency, then their medium access attempts coincide 
at every sampling time; 

• up to the value 70. 4% of the U RF (value of 1. 6667 
ms for Tex), we can see that during Tex, one frame 
of each flow can access the medium: 0. 96 ms + 
0. 64 ms = 1. 6 ms < 1. 6667 ms (the third flow 
can begin to be transferred and then can not be inter
rupted) . This remark is very important for the analy
sis which is done in section 3. 3; 

• a last point must be still noted: at the beginning of a 
transient behavior, as the control signal is at a max
imum, the dynamic priority of the flows of the pro
cess control application is Pmax. This point also is 
important for the analysis in subsections 3. 2, 3. 3 and 
3. 4. 

3.2. hp scheme 

As concerns the process control application, we give tJ 
and a in table 2 and ts in table 3. The values depend on 
the network load U RF (which depends on the frequency 
lex), and on the priority threshold Pr _th (which depends 
on the importance we give to I ex). 

Pr_th 
URF 0.9Pmax 0.5Pmax 0.25Pmax 
(%) D (J D (J D (J 
99.2 5.333 1.680 3.743 2.262 1.804 1.380 
89.6 3.264 1.286 2.240 1.228 1.629 0.846 
80.0 2.48 0.887 1.978 0.828 1.5418 0.592 
70.4 1.891 0.462 1.716 0.478 1.472 0.384 
51.2 1.891 0.462 1.716 0.478 1.472 0.384 
22.4 1.891 0.462 1.716 0.478 1.472 0.384 

Table 2. hp scheme (QoS): tJ and a (ms) 

Concerning the values of tJ, we observe the following 
main points: 

• For each value of Pr _th: 
For U RF :s: 70. 4 %, we note that we have the same 



URF Pr_th 
(%) 0.9Pmax 0.5Pmax 0.25Pmax 
99.2 359 228 105 
89.6 148 110 103 
80.0 111 108 101 
70.4 107 105 99 
51.2 107 105 99 
22.4 107 105 99 

Table 3. hp scheme (QoC): ts (ms) 

tlme(ms) 

Figure 8. hp scheme (U RF = 70. 4%, Pr _th = 

0. 9PmaxJ: time exchanges 

values of jj and (J whatever the value of U RF is. 
This is a consequence of the fact that (cf. remark in 
the study condition) the two frames of f se and f ea, 
during each sampling period, can be sent during the 
period of f ex, which is not the case with U RF > 
70. 4 % where D and (J increase with the value of 
U RF (see in table 2 U RF = 80 %, 89. 6 %,99. 2 %) . 

We explain the difference (U RF :::; 70. 4 % and 
U RF > 70. 4 %) by means of two exchange tem
poral diagrams provided by TrueTime (figures 8 and 
9 for the case of Pr _th = 0. 9Pmax) .  On the fig
ure 8, we see that the frames f se or f ea can be de
layed, during a sampling period, for the duration of 
one frame of fex (0. 96 ms) . On the figure 9, we see 
that the two frames of f se and fea can be delayed 
and the delays for the frame of fea can be more than 
the duration of one frame of fex. 

Note then, when URF > 70. 4% and for increas
ing values of U RF, jj increases because the network 
load increases (thus more chances to delay the frames 
of fse and fea). 

• For increasing values of Pr _th, jj also increases be
cause the dynamic priorities of the frames of f se and 
f ea have fewer chances of being higher (except at the 
beginning of a transient behavior) than the threshold. 

• Concerning the values of (J, we have the following 
comments: 
For each value of U RF, the variation of (J, when 
Pr _th increases, presents a maximum (which occurs 
for a value of Pr _th around Pr _th = 0. 5Pmax) .  
The explanation is given by means of the figures 10, 

Figure 9. hp scheme (U RF = 89. 6%, Pr _th = 

0. 9Pmax»: time exchanges 
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Figure 10. hp scheme, U RF = 99. 2%, 
Pr _th = 0. 25Pmax 

11, 12 (which represent the dynamic priority varia
tion for Pr _th = 0. 25Pmax, Pr _th = 0. 5Pmax and 
Pr _th = 0. 9Pmax) .  These figures allow us to eval
uate the number of times where, during the ts, the 
frames of fea have a higher or lower priority than 
the threshold (a higher priority means a lower de
lay; a lower priority means a bigger delay) . Then 
we can see that we have for Pr _t h = 0. 5Pmax, the 
maximum value of (J (the number of times where the 
dynamic priorities are higher than the threshold � 
the number of times where the dynamic priorities are 
lower than the threshold) . For Pr _th = 0. 25Pmax 
(Pr _th = 0. 9Pmax) ,  the number of times where the 
dynamic priorities are higher (lower) than the thresh
old is much greater than the number of times where 
the dynamic priorities are lower (higher) than the 
threshold. Thus, we have values of (J smaller than 
with Pr _th = 0. 5Pmax (in the case of Pr _th = 

0. 25Pmax with a small value of D; in the case of 
Pr _th = 0. 9Pmax with a higher value of D). 

Obviously, for each value of Pr _th, (J increases with 
U RF (the reason is still the increase of the network 
load) . 

Important remark: for Pr _th :::; 0. 15Pmax i.e. low 
threshold (we have not represented the results for reasons 
of limited space) , we have the minimal value for D (1. 28 
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Figure 11. hp scheme, U RF 
Pr _th = 0. 5Pmax 
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99. 2%, 

Figure 12. hp scheme, URF = 99. 2%, 
Pr _th = 0. 9Pmax 

ms i.e. a frame of Isc (0. 64 ms) and then a frame of Ica 
(0. 64 ms) that always use the medium before the frames 
of lex because the dynamic priority is always higher than 
Pr _th during the settling time) . Then, of course, a = O. 

3.3. hp+sts scheme 

For the hp scheme, we give jj and a in table 4 and ts 
in table 5. The values are obviously function of U RF and 
Pr_th. 

Pr_th 
URF 0.9Pmax 0.5Pmax 0.25Pmax 
(%) D (]" D (]" D (]" 
99.2 2.589 2.138 2.589 2.138 1.28 0.0 
89.6 1.856 1.152 1.856 1.152 1.28 0.0 
80.0 1.664 0.768 1.664 0.768 1.28 0.0 
70.4 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 
51.2 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 
22.4 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 

Table 4. (hp+sts) scheme (QoS): jj and a 
(ms) 

We can see important differences with the hp scheme: 

• for U RF :::; 70. 4 %, jj is now always constant, 
whatever the Pr _th is (this is for two reasons: the 
first one is because of the consequence of the prop
erty (U RF :::; 70. 4 %) indicated in the subsection 

URF Pr_th 
(%) 0.9Pmax 0.5Pmax 0.25Pmax 
99.2 103 103 50 
89.6 100 100 50 
80.0 98 98 50 
70.4 50 50 50 
51.2 50 50 50 
22.4 50 50 50 

Table 5. (hp+sts) scheme (QoC): ts (ms) 

Figure 13. (hp+sts) scheme (U RF = 99. 2%, 
Pr jh = 0. 25Pmax): time exchanges 

3.1; the second is the fact that now, at the begin
ning of the transient behavior, the dynamic priority is 
used by the flows I sc and I ca for a duration, at least, 
equal to 4h. Obviously as jj is constant, a = O. 

• for Pr _th = 0. 25Pmax, we have jj which is con
stant for all U RF values (this means that, on all 
the network load conditions, the dynamic priority is 
higher than the threshold) . The explanation is given 
by the exchange temporal diagram in figure 13. 

• analysis of a row of the table 4 (in the case where 
Pr _th > 0. 25Pmax) :  we have the same values of 
jj and a whatever the value of Pr _tho The expla
nation is given by the exchange temporal diagrams 
of the figures 14 and 16 where we consider URF = 

99. 2 %. These diagrams are identical. 

• analysis of a column of table 4 (in the case where 
U RF > 70. 4 %) : we note an increase of jj and a 

with U RF (the explanation is given by the figures 
15 and 16); the delay of the frame Ica (sampling 
periods 8 and 9) in the figure 16 is higher than in 
figure 15). 

With respect to the hp scheme, all the improvements 
(which give best settling time for the process control ap
plication) result from the fact that the dynamic priority 
Pmax is used a longer time. In figure 17, we have an ex
ample of the evolution of the dynamic priority (we have 
Pmax during 8h) , compare the figure 17 with the figure 
11. 



Figure 14. (hp+sts) scheme (URF = 99. 2%, 
Pr _th = 0. 5Pmax): time exchanges 

" Ise 

Figure 15. (hp+sts) scheme (URF = 80%, 
Pr _th = 0. 9Pmax): time exchanges 

3.4. hp+dts scheme 

We give, as for the previous schemes D and a in table 
6 and ts in table 7. 
We can see now that we always have the minimum con
stant value D (duration of the f sc frame (0. 64 ms) + dura
tion of the fca frame (0. 64 ms) ) ,  then a = 0, and the best 
settling time (50 ms) . This is a consequence of the fact 
that the dynamic priority is continuously controlled (by 
the control signal u) and that it is higher than the thresh
old for a time longer than the ts (figure 18) . 

Pr_th 
URF 0.9Pmax 0.5Pmax 0.25Pmax 
(%) D a D a D a 
99.2 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 
89.6 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 
80.0 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 
70.4 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 
51.2 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 
22.4 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 1.28 0.0 

Table 6. (hp+dts) scheme (OoS): D and a 
(ms) 

3.5. QoC visualization 

We represent, in figures 19 and 20 and 21, the step re
sponse for the three schemes in the following conditions 

Figure 16. (hp+sts) scheme (U RF = 99. 2%, 
Pr _th = 0. 9Pmax): time exchanges 
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Figure 17. (hp+sts) scheme (U RF = 99. 2%, 
Pr _th = 0. 5Pmax): time exchanges 

URF Pr_th 
(%) 0.9Pmax 0.5Pmax 0.25Pmax 
99.2 50 50 50 
89.6 50 50 50 
80.0 50 50 50 
70.4 50 50 50 
51.2 50 50 50 
22.4 50 50 50 

Table 7. (hp+dts) scheme (OoC): ts (ms) 

U RF = 99. 2% and Pr _th = 0. 9Pmax. The oscillatory 
transient behavior clearly shows well the performances of 
the three schemes in terms of overshoot. The conditions 
of a big network load and a high threshold show the in
terest of the two schemes with a time strategy (hp+sts, 
hp+dts) to get good performances. The dynamic aspect of 
the time strategy in the scheme hp+dts shows in the end 
that it is the best scheme. The performances obtained with 
this message scheduling strategy are similar to those ob
tained without the network . These figures demonstrate the 
interest of these schemes with respect to the static scheme 
(see the figure 3). 

4. Conclusion 

This study has presented the interest of an hybrid pri
ority strategy for the message scheduling on a network 
where we have two distributed applications with different 
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Figure 18. (hp+dts) scheme, U RF = 99.2%, 
Pr _th = 0. 9Pmax 

1.2 

Figure 19. hp scheme: step response (ts 
359 ms, overshoot about 20%) 
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Figure 20. hp+sts scheme: step response 
(ts = 103 ms, overshoot less than 5%) 

needs in terms of transmission urgency in their messages 
flows (variable needs for the process control application) . 
In particular, an important characteristic in a NCS context 
is the capacity to implement process control applications 
with good performances whatever the network load is. We 
have precisely shown that message scheduling strategies, 
based on hybrid priority schemes, allow the implementa
tion of a distributed process control application even if the 
network load is important. We have considered three hy
brid priority schemes and we have demonstrated the par
ticular interest of a scheme, call (hp+dts) , with a double 

200 250 
time (ms) 

Figure 21. hp+dts scheme: step response 
(ts = 50 ms, overshoot less than 1%) 

aspect: dynamic priority based on a temporal supervision 
function of the control signal of the process control ap
plication and a reference profile. We have also evaluated, 
on the one hand, the QoS in terms of the mean delay and 
its standard deviation, and, on the other hand, the QoC in 
terms of settling time at 5%, and the relation between QoS 
and QoC (overshoot, damping) . 
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